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Preface
The Workshop on Proof Theory and Complexity, PTAC’98 was organised and sup-
ported by BRICS 1 and took place at the University of Aarhus, Denmark, August 3{7.
It drew more than 60 participants from around the world. The programme contained 26
talks and brought together a mix of logicians with a wide range of interests, including
many young participants whose attendance depended on the support of BRICS.
Scope of the Workshop:
 Strength (proof{theoretic and mathematical) of subsystems of second-order arith-
metic and type theories.
 Type-free applicative systems (explicit mathematics).
 Complexity of proof transformations (cut-elimination, normalization, epsilon-
substitution).
 Proofs as programs.
 Proof interpretations and their complexity: realisability and functional interpretations,
game theoretic and categorical interpretations.
 Bounded arithmetic and connections to complexity theory (including feasible arith-
metic and analysis).
 Proof complexity of propositional proof systems: resolution, Frege systems, Null-
stellensatz proofs.
 Interactive and probabilistic proofs.
The programme committee consisted of C. Butz (BRICS), S. Cook (Toronto), U.
Kohlenbach (BRICS), J. Krajicek (Prague and Oxford), G. Mints (Stanford), S. Riis
(BRICS), H. Schwichtenberg (Munchen), A.S. Troelstra (Amsterdam).
Local organizers of the workshop were C. Butz, U. Kohlenbach, K. Mller, S. Riis,
G. Winskel.
Invited workshop lectures:
N. Arai (Hiroshima): Cut-free LK quasi-polynomially simulates resolution
J. Avigad (Pittsburgh): Interpreting classical theories in constructive ones
A. Beckmann (Munster): Dynamic ordinal analysis { a tool for separating fragments
of bounded arithmetic
S. Bellantoni (Toronto): Ramication today
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U. Berger (Munchen): Normalization by evaluation
M. L. Bonet (Barcelona): Automatization and non-automatization of propositional
proof systems
W. Burr (Munster): Functional interpretation of Aczel’s constructive set theory CZF
R. Dyckho (St. Andrews): Contraction-free and permutation-free calculi for some
non-classical logics
S. Feferman (Stanford): Unfolding schematic formal systems
A. Hendriks (Amsterdam): Doing logic by computer
M. Hofmann (Edinburgh): Extending \safe recursion" to higher types, lists, trees,
and polymorphism
J. Johannsen (San Diego): Exponential separations between restricted resolution and
cutting planes proof systems
G. Mints (Stanford): Reductions of nite and innite proofs
I. Moerdijk (Utrecht): Martin{Lof type theory and realisability
H. de Nivelle (Amsterdam): Deciding the E+ class with an a posteriori order
J. van Oosten (Utrecht): SDT in modied realisability
V. Orevkov (St. Petersburg): The complexity of terms in proofs
C. Pollett (Boston): Multifunction algebras and provability of the collapse of PH
A. A. Razborov (Moscow): Lower bounds for algebraic proof systems
H. Schwichtenberg (Munchen): Ramication, modality, and linearity in higher type
recursion
D. Scott (Pittsburgh): Types and computability
T. Strahm (Bern): Abstract computations in type-free applicative systems
G. Takeuti (Philadelphia): Forcing and P= ==NP
L. Trevisan (MIT): Interactive and probabilistic proof-checking
In addition, there were two special lectures in connection with the workshop:
A. Feferman (Stanford, CA): ‘The Saga of Alfred Tarski: Part Two’.
A. Wigderson (Jerusalem): Simple proofs of bounds on resolution proof size.
J. Hudelmaier (Tubingen), M. Hyland (Cambridge) and D. Leivant (Bloomington)
were invited but could not attend.
All invited speakers were asked to submit a paper to these proceedings. All papers
were refereed according to the usual standards of this journal. We are most grateful to
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